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TEACHING AND LEARNING MATHEMATICS RESEARCH SERIES I:
Effective Instructional Strategies
BACKGROUND AND RATIONAL

Mathematics is foundational in many ways that informs our decisions in areas of our lives. Teaching and learning mathematics is at the heart of education. Learning mathematics aims to link school to everyday life, provide skill acquisition, prepare students for the workforce, and foster mathematical thinking (Ontario Ministry of Education, 2005). Mathematics involves learning to problem-solve, investigate, represent, and communicate mathematical concepts and ideas, and making connections to everyday life (Ontario Ministry of Education, 2005). However, there is a concern that Canadian students’ mathematical achievements are on the decline (EQAO, 2012). In 2012, the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA), an international study examining 15-year-old students’ mathematical performance among 60 countries or economies, showed that math scores in Ontario have declined by 16 percentage points over the last nine years (EQAO, 2012).

Historical results of Education Quality and Accountability Office (EQAO) assessments also showed considerable decline in mathematics achievement overtime. Over the past five years (2011-12 to 2015-16), Ontario’s Grade 3 students’ results declined by five percentage points, from 68% to 63% and Grade 6 students’ results declined by eight percentage points from 58% to 50%. The province had the lowest improvement in Grade 6 mathematics compared to any of the other EQAO assessments since 1998-99 (4 percentage points from 46% to 50%). For all of the other assessments, there were 10 to 34 percentage point improvements since the test was administered in 1997-98¹.

Additionally, the Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) conducted in 2011, which examined mathematics and science achievements for students in Grades 4 and 8, demonstrated that only 33% of students in Grade 4 and 32% of students in Grade 8 indicated high levels of confidence in math (EQAO, 2011). Mathematical skills and confidence are essential for students. Given the importance of mathematical skills and confidence, this study focuses on research-based instructional strategies that can provide guidance for effective classroom practices for supporting student development in mathematics.

Create a Supportive and Engaging Classroom Environment

A supportive and engaging classroom environment is important to help develop students’ mathematical understanding and confidence (Ontario Ministry of Education, 2005). The classroom needs to be a place of investigation, where students do meaningful mathematics in a safe and positive space. “Meaningful mathematics takes place in K to 12 classrooms that support students as they investigate, represent and connect mathematical ideas through discussion in the context of problem solving” (Suurtamm et al., 2015).

¹ These results were gathered from historical reports provided by EQAO. EQAO Grade 3 assessments started in 1996-97, Grade 6 in 1998-99, Grade 9 Assessment of Mathematics in 2000-01; and the first Ontario Secondary School Literacy Test (OSSLT) was administered as a pilot in 2000-01.
The classroom needs to be made a place of investigation by supporting unusual ideas and responses by students (Feldhusen & Treffinger, 1985; Nickerson, 1999; Sternberg & Williams, 1996). Bruce (2007), who studied ways to improve students’ educational experience in mathematics, explains that discussion in the mathematics classroom is very important. The mathematics classroom should feel like a community where ideas can be discussed, developed, debated, and understood (Bruce, 2007). Students should feel that all ideas are welcome in the classroom, even those that are unconventional (Nickerson, 1999).

One way to encourage classroom dialogue in mathematics is through “Math Talk.” Math Talk is a way to have structured mathematical discussions that construct knowledge and meaning (Hufferd-Ackles, Fuson, & Gamoran Sherin, 2004). Students become the co-constructors of knowledge through asking questions, justifying their work, and communicating their ideas to each other (Waggener, 2015). Students are asked to explain their ideas, justify their thinking, and question one another on their work and compare and contrast ideas and solutions (Suurtamm et al., 2015).

Teachers guide and extend students’ learning through mathematics discussion questions, sentence stems (sometimes called sentence starters), asking for examples, and asking for justifications of work (Waggener, 2015). Bruce (2007) suggests giving students sufficient time to do math talk, and not to intervene with probing questions or ideas too quickly. Additionally, Bruce (2007) suggests math talk could be part of the classroom assessment.

Figure 1: Recommendations for Creating a Supportive and Engaging Classroom

- Make the classroom a place of investigation (Suurtamm et al., 2015)
- Students should feel all ideas are welcome in the classroom (Nickerson, 1999)
- Encourage mathematics discussion through “Math Talk” (Hufferd-Ackles et al., 2004)

Provide Strong Mathematics Foundations in the Early Years

More and more jurisdictions, teacher associations, and researchers (Duncan et al., 2007; Ontario Ministry of Education, 2003; National Association for the Education of Young Children [NAEYC] & National Association of Early Childhood Specialists in State Departments of Education (NAECS/SDE 2003; National Research Council, 2009; Student Achievement Division, 2011) continue to advocate for providing our very young children with a strong mathematics foundation. Providing our youngest learners with a strong mathematics foundation can play an important role in future academic achievement. Researchers have found that early years’ math
skills can have a strong predictive power for future academic achievement (Duncan et al., 2007). Furthermore, the Canadian Child Care Federation (2010) has found that most differences in children’s numeracy skills in school can be linked to the opportunities children had at home and early childhood environments. As such, the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics [NCTM] (2013) strongly advocates for greater access to pre-kindergarten programs for all students.

**Importance of Early Years’ Mathematics**
Young children, even infants, need to be stimulated and challenged mathematically. “Claims that children are either too young, in the wrong stage or not ready to learning something have been shown time and time and again to be wrong” (National Mathematics Advisory Panel [NMPA], 2008, p.13). Young children need to be stimulated at home and/or through early childhood education environments by thinking and talking about numbers, discussing mathematics around them, looking for patterns, and classifying similarities and differences of objects (Berger, n.d). There is no age too early to learn math. It has been shown that children as young as infants can tell differences between small quantities, and that even before kindergarten, children are able to look for patterns and discuss similarities and differences in quantity (Canadian Child Care Federation, 2010).

**Create Appropriate Curriculum Standards**
Research supports creating standards based on early childhood mathematics education (NAEYC & NAECS/SDE, 2003; National Research Council, 2009; National Council of Teachers of Mathematics [NCTM], 2013). This includes creating curriculum standards, resources, and challenging mathematics activities directed to young learners. The NCTM (2013) advocates that “young children in every setting should experience mathematics through effective, research-based curricula and teaching practices” (p. 1).

The NCTM (2013) recommends that early years’ mathematics education should focus on four big ideas: (1) numbers and operations, (2) geometry, (3) algebraic reasoning, and (4) measurement. The Ontario Ministry of Education Early Math Strategy recommends having students focus on patterns, shapes, comparisons, number sense, and problem-solving (Ontario Ministry of Education, 2003). Nonetheless, the overarching goal is to ensure our youngest learners are receiving challenging and stimulating mathematics learning environments. Balfanz (1999) contends that often the curriculum for early years is insufficient since young students bring more mathematical knowledge to school than we think.

**Develop Knowledge of Children’s Developmental Process**
It is important for educators to be mindful of the developmental process and unique characteristics of young learners (Student Achievement Division, 2011). Young learners go through different stages of development as they grow and as a result, early years practitioners need to have a strong understanding of the development and characteristics of young learners (Student Achievement Division, 2011). For example, from ages 3-6, children learn to formalize
their thinking by using their knowledge, experiences, and vocabulary to mathematize their ideas (Berger, n.d). Since young children do not see things in the same way as adults, early childhood educators need to understand the child’s point of view, and not impose their thinking (Student Achievement Division, 2011).

**Implement Appropriate Classroom Activities**

Young learners are curious and playful when it comes to mathematics, and learn by doing, thinking, and talking (Ontario Ministry of Education, 2003). They do not memorize mathematics. Early childhood learning should focus on capitalizing on this inquisitive behavior by encouraging curiosity and investigations (Berger, n.d). Free play should be encouraged in early years’ mathematics education by focusing to maximize students’ mathematical learning, for example asking students probing questions during play time to promote student thinking. Additionally, students should do more than play (Berger, n.d). They should be pushed to discuss mathematics, use appropriate mathematics vocabulary and extend their learning (Berger, n.d). Early years’ educators should encourage “Math Talk” to foster mathematical dialogue (Student Achievement Division, 2011).

Other instructional recommendations include: (1) using problems that have meaning for young learners, not problems that hold meaning to you as an adult, (2) allowing for creativity, (3) encouraging and supporting different problem-solving methods, (4) scaffolding, and (5) helping with creating connections (Student Achievement Division, 2011).

**Teach Mathematics in an Interdisciplinary Manner**

It is recommended that early years educators teach mathematics in an interdisciplinary manner, connecting mathematics to other subjects (NCTM, 2013). The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (1995) argues that K-4 teaching should be interdisciplinary in nature and be organized by questions, burning issues, problems or projects that connect mathematics, science and reading. Nikitina and Mansilla (2003) explain that mathematics is often taught in isolation from other subject areas, creating a lack of motivation for students to learn mathematics. The NCTM (1995) recommends teaching mathematics concepts as part of interdisciplinary units to foster student interest, create authentic connections, and real-life connections.

**Maintain Positive Attitudes about Mathematics**

Another important component of quality math instruction for the early years is to inculcate in learners a positive attitude about mathematics. The Ontario Ministry of Education (2003) maintains that “a positive attitude towards mathematics, an understanding of key concepts, and mathematical skills must be developed in the early grades” (p.1). Students can be very much affected by the attitudes and beliefs of their teachers. Teachers should promote positive attitudes and actions about mathematics (Ontario Ministry of Education, 2003).
Be Knowledgeable about Mathematics
Early childhood educators need to be knowledgeable about mathematics (Student Achievement Division, 2011). As teachers we must be able to explain what we are doing and why in mathematics. Ball (2008) explains that teacher content knowledge can play an important role in student achievement. Teachers need to know mathematics content, underlying reasons behind the mathematics and curriculum expectations (Student Achievement Division, 2011). NCTM (2013) suggests that early childhood educators attend professional development on mathematics content and teaching of math.

Early Years Strategies and Programs from Other Jurisdictions
Early years education sets the stage for learning, and as such, many jurisdictions are creating strategies, programs, and interventions to improve numeracy skills among early years’ students. Following are descriptions of some intervention programs by jurisdiction, along with links for additional information.

Australia
Meiers, Reid, McKenzie, and Mellor (2013) prepared a detailed evidence-based report on literacy and numeracy interventions in the early years (K-3) for the Ministerial Advisory Group on Literacy and Numeracy. The report includes discussion of interventions used in Australian schools, focusing on instructional practices in math, early intervention protocols, professional learning, effective assessment, and developing teachers’ understanding of how children learn math. The report includes numerous ideas for numeracy interventions and easy to understand information on the target population, appropriate grade level, intervention focus, and evidence from studies across Australia. For more information, go to: http://research.acer.edu.au/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1019&context=policy_analysis_misc


Prince Edward Island - Canada

United Kingdom
The United Kingdom Department of Education (2012) has put forth a document outlining numeracy catch-up strategies for underperforming students. The report goes into detail about each of the recommended strategies. The document discusses numeracy interventions,

Giford (2014) authored an article for the Advisory Committee on Mathematics Education effective and appropriate early years mathematics pedagogy, and ways to improve success in mathematics. For this article, go to: https://nrich.maths.org/11441

**Figure 2: Provide a Strong Early Years Mathematics Foundation**

**01 Why is it important?**
Differences in numeracy skills can be linked to opportunities early childhood environments (Canadian Child Care Federation, 2010)

**02 What needs to be done?**
All children should have access to an evidence based standards pre-kindergarten program (NCTM, 2013)

**03 How does this affect teaching?**
Teachers need to have a strong understanding of:
1. children’s development process
2. a strong knowledge of mathematics (Student Achievement Division, 2011)

**04 What should teachers do?**
- Maintain a positive attitude about mathematics (Ministry of Education Ontario, 2003)
- Teach math in an interdisciplinary manner (NCTM, 2013)
- Ask probing questions during free play

**05 What are other jurisdictions doing?**
Many jurisdictions are creating interventions programs to improve numeracy skills among early years’ students.

See more details about programs in Australia, Prince Edward Island (Canada), and the United Kingdom.
EFFECTIVE TEACHING STRATEGIES FOR ALL GRADES

Teach for Conceptual Understanding
There is growing evidence that students develop procedural fluency in mathematics, but have difficulty with conceptual understanding (Lawson, 2007). Procedural fluency is the ability to apply and use steps or strategies for different problems (NCTM, n.d), while conceptual understanding is the knowledge of abstract ideas (Rittle-Johnson & Schneider, 2014). Researchers stress the importance of teaching for conceptual understanding (Lawson, 2007; Protheroe, 2007). However, mathematics classes often focus on drills and procedural understanding (Protheroe, 2007), even though “the curriculum is designed to help students build the solid conceptual foundation in mathematics that will enable them to apply their knowledge and further their learning successfully” (Ontario Ministry of Education, 2005 p. 4). Memorizing mathematics is not sufficient for developing understanding.

Students need to be taught to understand the concepts behind procedures (NCTM, n.d). Hiebert (1999) explains that once students learn a procedure, they often have little motivation to learn the underlying concepts behind the procedures. As such, the NCTM (n.d) recommends that students learn the concepts behind the procedures either before or during the instruction of procedures, not after.

Some additional recommended teaching practices for teaching conceptual understanding include:

- Students should be asked to connect procedures to underlying concepts
  - For example, when students are learning about division, explain why they cannot divide by zero (Wathall, 2016)
- Students should be asked to justify their processes (NCTM, n.d) and give self-explanation (Rittle-Johnson & Schnieder, 2014)
- Students should be pushed to work on interesting problems that allow for student generated solutions (Lawson, 2016), facilitate multiple representations, and promote student interaction (Suurtamm et al., 2015).
- Students should compare alternate solution methods (Rittle-Johnson & Schnieder, 2014)
- Students should compare incorrect procedures (Rittle-Johnson & Schnieder, 2014)
- Students need time to work on unfamiliar problems prior to instruction (Rittle-Johnson & Schnieder, 2014)
**Teach Reasoning Skills**

Research suggests that improving students’ reasoning may improve their mathematical abilities (Rittle-Johnson & Jordan, 2016). Reasoning skills include such things as identifying similarities and differences, size, or shape. Kidd, Carlson, Gadzichowski, Boyer, Gallington, and Pasnak (2013) studied students in Grade 1 who had low patterning skills and who were randomly selected for instruction on learning about patterns or numeracy, and found that students who had instruction on patterns outperformed students who received general numeracy instruction. Overall, directly teaching reasoning skills in mathematics may help develop students’ mathematical abilities.

**Figure 3: Teach for Conceptual Understanding**

**Figure 4: Teach Reasoning Skills**
Promote Problem-solving

Problem-solving is a foundational building block for learning mathematics. “By learning to solve problems and by learning through problem-solving, students are given numerous opportunities to connect mathematical ideas and to develop conceptual understanding” (Ontario Ministry of Education, 2005, p. 11). When the term problem-solving is used, it means that a solver is working on a question where the solver does not know a direct path to achieve the goal (Polya, 1945). Problem-solving is all about coming up with original thoughts, not about practicing drills or algorithms (Polya, 1945). According to Beigie (2008) “a mathematical question may be sophisticated, but it is not a problem unless the student makes real decisions on how to construct the solution” (p. 353). As such, a problem exists when the method of solving is unknown and a solution is necessary (Dossey, McCrone, & O’Sullivan, 2006).

Students need ongoing and continuous opportunities to work on interesting and rich mathematical problems. Many studies suggest that questions labelled as problems in school disregard reality, are rigid, and focus too heavily on procedural fluency. A study of international research on problem-solving found that students often disregard reality when solving problems because the questions are just a way to practice a procedure or algorithm (Greer, 1997). According to Suurtamm et al. (2015) who examined ways to make space for students to think mathematically, it is important to present problems in the mathematics classroom that are complex and rich, allowing for multiple entry points, different approaches, scaffolding, and engagement without imposed procedural steps.

Several researchers (Barwell, 2011; Hoffman & Brahier, 2008; Suurtamm et al., 2015) suggest having students solve open-ended problems. Open-ended problems are questions that allow for a variety of problem-solving methods and a variety of answers. According to Suurtamm et al. (2015), open-ended problems allow students to critically think and improve sense-making because they are forced to work with unfamiliar situations without a guided solution method and procedure to follow.

Other research-based recommendations related to problem-solving include allowing students to create and solve their own problems (Barwell, 2011), work on problems mirroring authentic real-life scenarios (Archbald & Newmann, 1988), compare multiple ways to solve problems (Rittle-Johnson & Jordan, 2016), critique common mistakes (Rittle-Johnson & Jordan, 2016), and mathematize the world around them (Barwell, 2011).
Creativity in Mathematics

Thinking creatively is at the heart of mathematics (Guilford, 1959); however, most students have little opportunity to experience creativity in mathematics (Silver, 1997). Creative thinking can be developed by making the classroom a place of investigation. Quite often mathematics instruction focuses on drills and algorithms. As such, students often think that mathematics is black and white, with right and wrong answers, and questions that can be solved in 1-2 steps. Whitcombe (1988) explains that classroom environments perpetuate these ideas by focusing only on practical applications of mathematics, presenting boring material and having a rushed learning schedule. Mathematics teaching should focus on mathematical thinking and creativity. Hoffman and Brahier (2008) discuss these ideas in light of past TIMSS results and suggest having students work on rich and complex problems, such as open-ended problems that allow students to make conjectures, ask sub-problems, critically analyze situations, and work with unfamiliar situations. Creativity takes time and experience to develop (Pehkonen, 1997). Students should be given ample time to grapple with stimulating problems (Burns, 1992). Mathematics is not what is seen in textbooks; mathematics is much more than drill-like activities, and students need to be given time and multiple opportunities to work on problems that require them to be resourceful and creative (Pehkonen, 1997).
Encourage and Support Collaboration in Mathematics
Mathematics collaboration needs to be encouraged and supported in the classroom. Collaboration is an important way to foster mathematical understanding and increased confidence in mathematics (MacMath, Wallace, & Xiaohong, 2009). By providing a classroom environment where students feel comfortable to collaborate, share, explore, and think mathematically, mathematical confidence can improve (Suurtamm et al., 2015). Substantial research exists explaining that collaboration improves self-confidence (Evans & Dion, 1991), feelings of unity (Evans & Dion, 1991), improved satisfaction (Tett & Meyer, 1993), and cohesiveness (Evans & Dion, 1991).

Collaborative work can lead to increased commitment and increased feelings of unity. Lewin (1943), the pioneer of group dynamics, explains that when people have a common goal, it is more likely to be achieved. During World War II, Lewin researched this phenomenon, by testing whether people were more likely to eat undesirable food when they were in a group, and indeed they were (Lewin, 1943). Similarly, promoting collaboration in the mathematics classroom may lead to increased commitment and unity (Suurtamm et al., 2015).

Another benefit of collaboration is its effect on problem-solving. Small group brainstorming during the problem-solving process can have positive effects on later stages of the problem-solving process. Additionally, groups who brainstormed together benefitted during the later steps of the problem-solving process due to increased coordination and cohesion when problem-solving (Fleming, 2000).

Collaboration can also help with creating strong personal relationships. In the classroom environment, Hasler-Waters, and Napier (2002) suggest that collaboration allows students to leverage the strength of their classmates, build relationships, and learn teamwork. An innovative approach recommended by the Institute of Education Services at the U.S.
Department of Education suggests using technology to support students’ collaboration (Rittle-Johnson & Jordan, 2016). This could include computer-based group problem-solving, online discussion boards, and online mathematics programs.

Figure 7: Encourage and Support Collaboration in Mathematics

Provide an Inquiry Environment

Many educators and researchers advocate for an inquiry-based learning environment (Suurtamm et al., 2015). An inquiry-based learning environment occurs when students take an active role in learning, and the teacher’s role becomes more of a curator of the learning. Inquiry is a way for students to discover mathematics, making mathematics more than just skills and procedures (PRIMAS, 2011). In other words, inquiry-based learning “is a way of teaching and learning mathematics and science in which students are invited to work in the way mathematicians and scientists work” (PRIMAS, 2011, p. 10).²

Figure 8: Provide an Inquiry-based Environment

² To learn more about inquiry-based learning, the Student Achievement Division in Ontario has published a Capacity Building Series on Inquiry-based learning which can be found at the following link: http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/literacynumeracy/inspire/research/CBS_InquiryBased.pdf
**Use Three-Part Mathematics Lesson Plans**

Three-part mathematics lessons are a lesson planning method focused on inquiry-based learning supported by the Ontario College of Teachers and National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (Foote, Earnest, Mukhopadhyay, & Curcio, 2014; Ontario College of Teachers, n.d). The three-part math lesson planning technique is supported by the NCTM as an effective way to teach mathematics curriculum standards, support differentiated learning, create an inclusive classroom, promote problem-solving, and engage students in mathematics (Foote et al., 2014). The idea of three-part lessons is to have a hands-on learning experience where the focus is on problem-solving and critical thinking, rather than memorization (Foote et al., 2014). The structure of the three-part lesson includes three components: The first component: “Launching the Task”, focuses on getting students excited and cognitively prepared for the lesson. Thereafter, “Task Exploration” is where students explore a mathematics expectation that gives them an opportunity to think, explore, and ask question (Foote et al., 2014). During the “Task Exploration” stages, students often work in small groups while the teacher circulates (Foote et al., 2014). The third stage is “Summarizing Discussion” where the students reflect, discuss, and critically think about their learning. This is the stage where students make connections and link ideas (Foote et al., 2014).

![Figure 9: Three-Part Mathematics Lesson Plans](image)

**Teaching and Learning with Technology**

Teaching and learning with technology is an important part of the mathematics classroom. According to the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (2011a), “it is essential that teachers and students have regular access to technologies that support and advance mathematical sense making, reasoning, problem solving, and communication” (p. 1). Several studies (Gadanidis & Geiger, 2010; Kastberg & Leatham, 2005) have demonstrated that utilizing
technology when teaching mathematics can support students in procedural skills, problem-solving, and reasoning. In a meta-analysis of research on the impact of technology on learning, it was found that students who used technology in their classroom perform 12 percentage points higher than those who do not (Tamin, Bernard, Borokhovski, Abrami, & Schmidt, 2011). Different examples of technology in mathematics include: online assessment tools, online collaboration tools, computer algebra systems, apps, calculators, computer applications, and interactive whiteboards (Tamin et al., 2011).

Online assessments are one technology tool that can be useful in teaching and learning mathematics (Rittle-Johnson & Jordan, 2016). Online assessments are a way to help identify student strengths and weaknesses, misconceptions in understanding, and test for knowledge (Rittle-Johnson & Jordan, 2016). An important benefit of online assessments is that they are self-paced and that they give the student immediate feedback (Rittle-Johnson & Jordan, 2016). Konstantopoulous, Miller, and van der Ploeg (2013) studied the use of interim computer assessments with students in Grades K-8 in the state of Indiana and found that students in Grades 3-8 who worked on interim computer assessments achieved higher scores on state exams. Rittle-Johnson and Jordan (2016) examined studies on interim computer assessments and found that assessments that focus on misconceptions and accuracy are a good way to help with learning mathematics.

Online collaboration tools are yet another technology tool that can aid in the teaching and learning of mathematics. Research on instructional practices for mathematics achievement found that there is a correlation between mathematics achievement and collaboration in the mathematics classroom (Bottia, Moller, Michelson, & Stearns, 2014). One such online collaboration tool was created by The Institute of Education Science called TechPALS, where students work on mathematics problems collaboratively using devices (Roshcelle et al., 2010). Roshcelle et al. (2010) completed a study with students in Grade 4 using TechPALS and while the findings were not extensive, the results demonstrated that students who used TechPALS showed a greater knowledge of fractions and were more likely to ask questions.

Calculators are another technology tool that can be used purposefully in math to help with achievement. The Ontario Mathematics Curriculum for students in Grades 1-8 supports the use of calculators and explicitly states “the computer and the calculator should be seen as important problem-solving tools to be used for many purposes” (Ontario Ministry of Education, 2005, p. 15). The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (2015) echoes this sentiment with their position statement that calculators should be used strategically to help with reasoning and problem-solving. Katsberg and Leatham (2005) conducted research on graphing calculators in secondary school mathematics and found that access to and use of graphing calculators can improve achievement and facilitate understanding. Harskamp, Suhre, and Van Streun (1998) conducted a study with twelve Grade 12 classes and found that students with access to graphing calculators had a better repertoire of problem-solving strategies than those who did not. Nonetheless, NCTM (2015) makes it a point to remind educators that calculators
do not negate the need for students to develop proficiency in mental and paper and pencil calculations, and should be used strategically to support learning.

Interactive white boards are yet another example of technology that can be used strategically in the mathematics classroom. Using interactive white boards in mathematics as dynamic and non-dynamic presentation tools have been shown to increase student engagement and improve whole-class discussion (Bruce, 2012). Interactive whiteboards allow for a variety of representations, student interaction, and visually stimulating graphics (Bruce, 2012). However, interactive white boards are not a magic bullet for student understanding, as teachers must still focus on teaching strategies, pedagogy, and assessments to make the class effective.

Figure 10: Teaching and Learning with Technology
Develop Mental Mathematics Skills
Mental math skills are important and are often used in commerce, work, and everyday activities, yet many students are calculator dependent. Mental math strategies are different than paper and pencil strategies and need to be cultivated (Victoria State Government, 2009). The Victoria State Government in Australia (2009) argues that students should be taught mental math strategies and develop these strategies at school throughout the grades.

Recommendations to develop mental math skills include:

- Teaching mental math skills (Victoria State Government, 2009)
- Providing class time to practice (Rubenstein, 2001)
  - Spending 10-15 minutes a few times a week working on mental math
  - Focusing on approaches, not speed (McInstosh, 2005; McIntosh, de Nardi & Swan, 1994)
- Discussing different strategies used (McInstosh, 2005; McIntosh, de Nardi & Swan, 1994)
- Using examples in students’ daily life where mental math is used and have them explain different ways to approach the calculations (Rubenstein, 2001).

Figure 11: Mental Mathematics Skills

- Mental math skills are different than paper and pencil strategies (Victoria State Government, 2009)
- Teach mental math skills explicitly (Rubenstein, 2001)
- Given ample class time to practice throughout the grades (Rubenstein, 2001)
- Focus on approaches, not speed (McInstosh, 2005; McIntosh, de Nardi & Swan, 1994)
- Have students discuss different ways to approach calculations (Rubenstein, 2001)
Have High Expectations
Having high expectations of students in mathematics is at the core of good teaching (Jamar & Pitts, 2005). Having high expectations means believing all students can learn, be challenged, and push themselves as far as they can go (NCTM, 2011b). The NCTM (2011b) explains that holding high expectations is a fundamental tenet of equity since providing challenging and stimulating courses and mathematics environments should be a basic right for all students. As such, the Ontario Mathematics Curriculum Grades 1-8, maintains that “teachers should have high expectations for all students” (Ontario Ministry of Education, 2005, p. 29). Jamar and Pitts (2005) studied the effect of teacher expectations with African-American students and found that teachers who had low expectations for students can lead to lower achievement results. Barshay (2016) reports a study by the OECD found that teachers who taught students from a low socio-economic background provided less rigorous mathematics learning to their students than those teachers who taught high socio-economic students. As such, NCTM (2011b) recommends that all students should be challenged, and suggests students should be given challenging tasks throughout units of learning, not just at the end of a unit.

Figure 12: Importance of Having High Expectations

![Image of importance of having high expectations]

- Having high expectations for all students is a basic tenant of education (NCTM, 2011b)
- Having lower expectations can lead to lower achievement results (Pitts, 2005)
- Educators need to challenge all students, and give challenging tasks throughout units, not just at the end (NCTM, 2011b)
Assign Meaningful Homework

In many mathematics classrooms, homework is assigned on a regular basis, but what does the research say about homework? According to the NCTM (n.d.), homework can improve academic achievement, but the homework needs to be meaningful and purposeful. Swank (1999) studied whether drill based homework assignments improve achievement in math, and found no significant difference between students who completed the homework assignments and those who did not. As such, Swank (1999) argues that homework assignments should not be drill and practice tasks.

Another important factor with homework is how to effectively take up homework. Otten, Cirillo, and Herbel-Eisenmann (2015) explain that often a large portion of class time is taken up with going over homework, one problem at a time, talking about correct answers or explanations. Otten et al., (2015) suggest instead of focusing on the mathematical ideas in the problems as a whole, similarities and differences between problems and actual student approaches and thinking to the problems. Overall, the focus of homework should be to improve conceptual understanding, fluency, and flexibility in math.

Figure 13: Assign Meaningful Homework

Homework needs to be meaningful and purposeful (NCTM, n.d).

Homework assignments should not be drill and practice questions (Swank, 1999)

Focus on conceptual understanding, reasoning, fluency, and flexibility

When taking up homework, do not go one problem at a time (Otten et al, 2015)
Make Mathematics Fun
Mathematics needs to be fun and engaging. According to Colgan (2014), a large majority of students find mathematics “boring, mostly irrelevant and unrewarding” (Colgan, 2014, p. 1). This need not be the case, however, as educators should strive to use resources and strategies that capture student interest and spike motivation (Colgan, 2014).

Examples include use of:

- Educational apps (such as Kahoot!)
- Math games (such as Mathemagic or the Prime Radicals Game) (Colgan, 2014)
- TV programs/videos (such as the TVOkids program The Prime Radicals) (Colgan, 2014)
- Stories and books that incorporate mathematics (such as Mathemagic! Number Tricks) (Colgan, 2014)
- Use physical movements in the classroom to act the mathematics (Rittle-Johnson & Jordan, 2016)
- ‘Math busking’, using street performing to learn about math (Robertson Program for Inquiry-based Teaching in Mathematics and Science, 2016)

**Figure 14: Making Mathematics Fun**

Math needs to be fun and engaging. Following are some recommendations on how to make math class more fun.

- Use educational apps (Colgan, 2014)
- Incorporate math games (Colgan, 2014)
- Include TV programs or videos with math (Colgan, 2014)
- Read stories or books that incorporate math (Colgan, 2014)
Building Positive Attitudes in Mathematics

Having a positive outlook in mathematics is an important factor in student achievement (Colgan, 2014). Several researchers have found a positive correlation between positive mathematics attitudes and mathematics achievement, demonstrating that students with a positive attitude about mathematics had greater success in mathematics (Mata, Monteiro, & Peixoto, 2012). Unfortunately, many students have negative attitudes towards mathematics and feel that they are not good at math (Colgan, 2014). In the most recent TIMMS study conducted in 2011, only 35% of students in Grade 4 and 32% of students in Grade 8 reported liking mathematics (EQAO, 2011). Several factors in the school environment including teacher support, student-to-student interaction, and teacher expectations can affect attitudes in mathematics (Mata et al., 2012). Akey (2006) concluded that students have a better attitude towards mathematics when their teacher has a very positive attitude about mathematics (Mata et al., 2012). Additionally, teachers with a more positive attitude in mathematics are perceived to be better at supporting students (Mata et al., 2012). Furthermore, teachers who establish partnerships with parents/caregivers are better able to support students (TKCalifornia, 2016).

Figure 15: Building Positive Attitudes in Mathematics
**Reduce Mathematics Anxiety**

Some students report anxiety or nervousness in mathematics, and as educators, we must be able to recognize that math anxiety is real, and be aware of strategies to reduce mathematics anxiety with our students (Stuart, 2000). Mathematics anxiety can be characterized by math avoidance, obsessing over everything that is not understood, or viewing math as a punishment (Stuart, 2000). Most often a lack of confidence in mathematical abilities can lead to anxiety in mathematics, but many other things can attribute to mathematics anxiety including teacher attitudes, peer attitudes, and family attitudes (Stuart, 2000). Ho et al. (2000) conducted a study with 671 students in Grade 6 in China, Taiwan, and the United States and found that math anxiety has an impact on student achievement. As such, teachers must be aware of teaching strategies to help reduce math anxiety. Jackson and Leffingwell (1999) conducted a study with 157 pre-service elementary school teachers on their personal experience with math anxiety in the classroom and based on their findings, the authors provided the following recommendations for teachers to help with math anxiety:

- Be aware of teacher impact on students
- Project a happy and positive attitude that you want to teach in each and every one in your classes
- Be encouraging. Do not make students feel embarrassed for asking for help
- Try to include student interests into the class
- Provide extra time or help for students who may suffer from math anxiety
- Give instructions both in written and verbal formats (Jackson & Leffingwell, 1999)

**Figure 16: Recommendations to Reduce Mathematics Anxiety**

Some students report anxiety with mathematics, and following are some recommendations based on Jackson and Leffingwell (1999) to help with reducing math anxiety.
**Provide Varied and Ongoing Assessment**

The Ontario Mathematics Curriculum Grades 1-8 explains the goal of assessments is to improve student learning (Ontario Ministry of Education, 2005). Assessments should be varied and ongoing, addressing “what students learn and how well they learn it” (Ontario Ministry of Education 2005, p. 18). Different kinds of mathematics assessments include: “assignments, day to day observations, conversations/conferences, demonstrations, projects, performances and tests” (Ontario Ministry of Education 2005, p. 18). Students should have opportunities to do more than just tests and quizzes in mathematics. Teachers should use varied types of assessments to improve student learning and reinforce that mathematics is more than just right and wrong answers. Using rubrics, success criteria, exit cards, journals, and oral questioning, teachers can motivate students to learn and provide more immediate and tailored feedback. Feedback is one of the most important ways we can motivate students to learn mathematics (National Centre for Excellence in the Teaching of Mathematics [NECTM], 2010). Feedback helps students track their progress, fix mistakes, and extend learning (NECTM, 2010).

![Mathematics Assessment Diagram](image)

**Figure 17: Mathematics Assessment**

1. The goal of assessments is to improve student learning (Ministry of Ontario, 2008)
2. Teachers should use a variety of assessments
3. Some types of assessments include: rubrics, success criteria, exit cards and oral questioning.
4. Feedback is the most important way to help students learn (NECTM, 2010)

**Give Meaning to Mathematics through Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics**

Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM), education is an interdisciplinary approach to teaching that allows students to create, build, understand, and make connections to the world around them in an authentic way (Hefty, 2015). Shaughnessy (2012) explains that STEM is becoming a driving force in educational development and gives students a way to use mathematics in meaningful ways. Robotics is an example of a STEM activity that can be designed to develop knowledge of math such as proportional reasoning (Silk, Higashi, Shoop, & Schunn, 2010).

While STEM can give meaning to mathematics to students, there are some important considerations about mathematics learning that need to be discussed. Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics challenges can help develop students’ problem-solving and critical thinking skills, but some are concerned that STEM challenges dilute the mathematics and as such, students may not be learning the required curriculum in mathematics. Shaughnessy (2012) suggests that the mathematics content needs to be clearly identified, taught, and discussed when working on STEM activities.

Figure 18: Give Meaning to Mathematics through STEM

Support Computational Thinking
Computational thinking is about “solving problems, designing systems, and understanding human behavior, by drawing on the concepts fundamental to computer science” (Wing, 2006, p. 1). Wing (2006) argues computational thinking should be a fundamental part of the curriculum. In the United States, Next Generation Science Standards computational thinking is one of the core aspects of the Science and Engineering Practices for K-12 (National Science Teachers Association [NSTA], 2013). Students are expected to “engage in computational thinking, which involves strategies for organizing and searching data, creating sequences of steps called algorithms, and using and developing new simulations of natural and designed systems” (NSTA, 2013, p. 1). In Ontario, one of the seven mathematical processes are computational strategies, which focuses on students collecting, organizing, and sorting data (Ontario Ministry of Education, 2005), but does not seem to have much of a focus on computational thinking in relation to computer science. The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics President, Matt Larson, argues that mathematics educators should support efforts for computational thinking, but to be cautious there still remains a strong emphasis on mathematical thinking and learning in our classrooms (Larson, 2016).

---

3 This is based on observations of the authors.
Support Computational Thinking for K-12 Students

**Figure 19: Computational Thinking**

**Use Manipulatives with Minimal Visual Distractions**
Manipulatives are very popular tools in the mathematics classroom, with over 90% of Kindergarten teachers using manipulatives (Rittle-Johnson & Jordan, 2016). However, in July 2016 the Institute of Education Science (IES) at the U.S. Department of Education released a synthesis of mathematics education research from 2002-2013 explaining that multiple studies have reported manipulatives having little or negative effects on learning (Rittle-Johnson & Jordan, 2016). “IES-funded experimental research highlights the difficulty students have transferring skills they learn with manipulatives to solve problems without manipulatives (as is typical on tests)” (Rittle-Johnson & Jordan, 2016, p. 12). In some cases, students get drawn to the materials of manipulatives, rather than the abstracts of mathematics behind them (Rittle-Johnson & Jordan, 2016). For example, McNeil, Uttal, Jarvin, and Sternberg (2009) studied students in Grades 4-6 who used manipulatives when working on problems about money and found that students made more mistakes when the money looked realistic than when they were plain. As such, the IES recommends that manipulatives used in the classroom should be simple with minimal visual distractions (Rittle-Johnson & Jordan, 2016).

**Figure 20: Information on Manipulatives**

1. Students can have difficulty transferring skills they learn with manipulatives (Rittle-Johnson & Jordan, 2016).
2. Students can get drawn to the manipulatives, rather than learn about the mathematics (Rittle-Johnson & Jordan, 2016).
3. Use manipulatives that are simple with little visual distraction (Rittle-Johnson & Jordan, 2016).
How to Implement Successful System Wide Interventions

In keeping with systems that are in place in areas such as special education, The Office of Superintendent of Public Instruction (2011) has recently adopted the “Response to Intervention (RTI) [which] is a framework used to increase student achievement and prevent academic failure by addressing the needs of all students” (p. 1). The RTI is a “well-defined multi-level instructional system that includes a core program for all students” (p. 1). The RTI is “based on early identification of students at risk of poor performance through screening, the student receives increasingly intensive levels of intervention designed to help the student become successful” (p. 1). The following image displays the intervention mode which can be used universally in education and is not limited to math.

Response to Intervention (RTI) involves repetition of high-quality instruction/intervention harmonized with student needs; and uses learning over time and level of performance to make important educational decisions to guide instruction (Gresham & Little, 2012). Response to Intervention is actually a sequence of assessing, intervening, and reasoning (Robins & Antrim, 2013). “The key to success is scheduling of intervention efforts to supplement, but not supplant, core instruction” (Fisher & Frey, 2013, p. 112).

A significant element is the use of data (collected continuously) based decision making focused on instruction intensity students require to meet learning needs (Pool, Carter, Johnson, & Carter, 2013). Specifically, Tier 1 (whole class instruction) is made up of instructional practices a teacher uses with all students and includes:

1. The core instructional program along with
2. classroom routines that provide opportunities for instructional differentiation,
3. accommodations that permit access to the primary prevention program for all students, and,
4. problem-solving strategies designed to address students’ motivational problems that interfere with them performing the academic skills they possess. (Fuchs et al., 2011, pp. 372-373)

Ongoing, timely assessment and evaluation unfolds and is used to re-examine student progress and status regularly. Within Tier 2 (teacher small-group instruction) we find the,

1. use of screening data and criteria for placement,
2. interventions based on strong instructional design principles, and
3. frequent progress monitoring. (NCRTI, 2010)

Within Tier 3 teachers provide concentrated, individual, and/or small group instruction for students who are below grade level even with Tier 2 supports (Dobbins et al., 2014). “The whole school has to be involved with the effort for it to be successful” (Fisher & Frey, 2013, p. 110) and all teachers should have professional development that illuminates and builds the skills needed to provide interventions for students; as all should know what instruction and learning looks like at all Tier levels (Fisher & Frey, 2013).
SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This literature review discussed research-based instructional strategies in teaching mathematics that can help support and foster student development in mathematics. Mathematics classes need to promote problem-solving, creativity, collaboration, investigating and fun through inquiry-based learning, varied teaching strategies, and ongoing and changing assessment methods. Table 1 summarizes the main research-based recommendations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evidence-based Recommendations</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Creating a Supportive and Engaging Classroom Environment Via Response to Intervention (RTI) | • Make the class a place of investigation (Suurtamm et al., 2015)  
• Support unusual ideas and responses (Feldhusen & Treffinger (1985); Nickerson (1999); Sternberg & Williams (1996))  
• Make the classroom feel like a community (Bruce, 2007)  
• Encourage classroom dialogue through Math Talk (Hufferd-Ackles et al., 2004)  |
| Providing a Strong Mathematics Foundation in the Early Years       | • A strong mathematics foundation can play an important role in future academic achievement (Duncan, 2007)  
• All children should have access to evidence-based quality early years’ programs (National Council of Teachers of Mathematics [NCTM], 2013)  
• There needs to be rigorous standards based curriculum for the early years (NCTM, 2013)  
• Teachers need to be knowledgeable about child development (Student Achievement Division, 2011), and classroom pedagogy for young learners (Ontario Ministry of Education, 2003),  
• Maintain a positive attitude about mathematics (Ontario Ministry of Education, 2003), and be knowledgeable about mathematics (Student Achievement Division, 2011)  |
| Teaching for Conceptual Understanding                             | • Stress conceptual understanding over procedural understanding (Lawson, 2007)  
• Students should be taught the concepts behind procedures either before or during the instruction of procedures, not after (NCTM, n.d.)  |
<p>| Teaching Reasoning Skills                                          | • Teach reasoning (such things as identifying similarities/differences, size, or shape) as part of the mathematics classroom (Rittle-Johnson &amp; Jordan, 2016)  |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evidence-based Recommendations</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Promoting Problem-solving** | • Present complex and rich problems allowing for multiple entry points, different approaches, scaffolding, and engagement without imposed procedural steps (Suurtamm, Quigley, & Lazarus, 2015)  
• Have students solve open-ended problems (Barwell, 2011; Hoffman & Brahier, 2008; Suurtamm et al., 2015)  
• Allow students to create and solve their own problems (Barwell, 2011)  
• Allow students to work on problems mirroring authentic real life scenarios (Archbald & Newmann, 1988)  
• Allow students to compare multiple ways to solve problems (Rittle-Johnson & Jordan, 2016)  
• Allow students to critique common mistakes (Rittle-Johnson & Jordan, 2016)  
• Allow students to mathematize the world around them (Barwell, 2011) |
| **Creativity in Mathematics** | • Allow time for students to be creative (Burns, 1992)  
• Give opportunities to students to work on problems that require resourcefulness and creativity (Pehkonen, 1997) |
| **Encouraging and Supporting Collaboration in Mathematics** | • Mathematics collaboration should be encouraged and supported in the classroom (MacMath et al., 2009)  
• Use technology to support student collaboration in math (Rittle-Johnson & Jordan, 2016) |
| **Providing an Inquiry Environment** | • Provide a learning environment where students are active learners and where students can take on the role of a mathematician (PRIMAS, 2011) |
| **Use Three-part Mathematics Lesson Plans** | • Three-part math lessons are a lesson planning technique focused on inquiry-based learning supported by NCTM and the Ontario College of Teachers to teach mathematics standards and create an engaging classroom |
| **Using Technology in Teaching and Learning Mathematics** | • Online assessments are one technology tool that can be useful in teaching and learning mathematics (Rittle-Johnson & Jordan, 2016). Use online assessments that show students their misconceptions, not just correct answers.  
• Use online collaboration tools (Roshcelle et al., 2010)  
• Use calculators strategically (NCTM, 2015)  
• Using interactive white boards to increase student engagement and ignite whole-class discussion (Bruce, 2012). |
| **Developing Mental Mathematics Skills** | • Teach mental math computation. It is different than paper and pencil procedures (Victoria State Government, 2009)  
• Give students class time to work on mental math and discuss different approaches (Rubenstein, 2001) |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evidence-based Recommendations</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Having High Expectations</strong></td>
<td>• Teachers should have high expectations in mathematics for all students and provide challenging and stimulating courses and classroom environments (NCTM, 2011a)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Make Mathematics Fun**      | • Many students find math boring and disengaging. Use games, apps, TV programs, and books to make math fun (Colgan, 2014)  
• Use physical movements in the classroom (Rittle-Johnson & Jordan, 2016) |
| **Building Positive Attitudes in Mathematics** | • Teachers need to project a positive attitude in mathematics  
• Teachers need to support students and establish partnerships with the students’ parents/caregivers to better support students (TKCalifornia, 2016) |
| **Providing Varied and Ongoing Assessment** | • Teachers should use a variety of assessments such as observations, conversations, demonstrations, projects, journals, problems, and tests to improve student learning (Ontario Ministry of Education, 2005)  
• The classroom should include more than tests and quizzes.  
• Teachers should give students ongoing feedback when learning mathematics (National Centre for Excellence in the Teaching of Mathematics [NECTM], 2010) |
| **Giving Meaning to Mathematics with STEM** | • STEM activities allow students to make mathematics meaningful by making connections and critically think about the world around them (Hefty, 2015).  
• The mathematics in the STEM activity needs to be identified, taught, and discussed (Shaughnessy, 2012) |
| **Support Computational Thinking** | • Mathematics educators should support efforts for computational thinking, but to be cautious as there still remains a strong emphasis on mathematical thinking and learning in our classrooms (Larson, 2016). |
| **Use Manipulatives with Minimal Visual Distractions** | • Research has shown that students can get distracted with manipulatives that are too realistic or visually stimulating. Use manipulatives with minimal visual distractions (Rittle-Johnson & Jordan, 2016) |
It is our hope that these instructional practices will be incorporated into mathematics classrooms to improve our students’ mathematical abilities and attitudes in mathematics. The incorporation of these instructional practices can be fostered through system-wide professional learning.
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